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The minimal renormalizable supersymmetric SO(10) model, an SO(10) framework with only one 10
and one 126 Higgs multiplets in the Yukawa sector, is attractive because of its high predictive power for
the neutrino oscillation data. However, this model suffers from problems related to running of gauge
couplings. The gauge coupling unification may be spoiled due to the presence of Higgs multiplets much
lighter than the grand unification (GUT) scale. In addition, the gauge couplings blow up around the GUT
scale because of the presence of Higgs multiplets of large representations. We consider the minimal
SO(10) model in the warped extra dimension and find a possibility to solve these problems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A particularly attractive idea for the physics beyond the
standard model (SM) is the possibility of grand unified
theory (GUT). In the context of GUTs, the diverse set of
particle representations and parameters in the SM are
unified into a simple and more predictive framework.
From this unified picture, one can explain, for example,
quantization of electric charges of quarks and
leptons. Current experimental data for the standard model
gauge coupling constants suggest the successful gauge
coupling unification in the minimal supersymmetric stan-
dard model (MSSM), and thus strongly support the emer-
gence of a supersymmetric (SUSY) GUT around
MGUT ’ 2� 1016 GeV.

Among several GUTs, a model based on the gauge group
SO(10) is particularly attractive for the following reason.
SO(10) is the smallest simple gauge group under which the
entire SM matter content of each generation is unified into
a single anomaly-free irreducible representation, namely,
the spinor 16 representation. In fact, this 16 representation
includes right-handed neutrino and SO(10) GUT incorpo-
rates the seesaw mechanism [1] that can naturally explain
the lightness of the light neutrino masses.

Among several models based on the gauge group
SO(10), the so-called minimal SO(10) model has been
paid a particular attention, where two Higgs multiplets
f10 � 126g are utilized for the Yukawa couplings with
matters 16i (i � generation) [2]. A remarkable feature of
the model is its high predictive power of the neutrino
oscillation parameters as well as reproducing charged fer-
mion masses and mixing angles. It has been pointed out
that CP-phases in the Yukawa sector play an important role
to reproduce the neutrino oscillation data [3]. More de-

tailed analysis incorporating the renormalization group
(RG) effects in the context of MSSM [4] has explicitly
shown that the model is consistent with the neutrino oscil-
lation data.

However, after KamLAND data [5] was released, the
results in Ref. [4] were found to be deviated by 3� from the
observations. Afterward this minimal SO(10) was modified
by many authors, using the so-called type-II seesaw
mechanism [6] and/or considering a 120 Higgs coupling
to the matter in addition to the 126 Higgs [7]. Based on an
elaborate input data scan [8,9] it has been shown that the
minimal SO(10) is essentially consistent with low energy
data of fermion masses and mixing angles.

On the other hand, it has been long expected to construct
a concrete Higgs sector of the minimal SO(10) model. A
simplest and renormalizable Higgs superpotential was con-
structed explicitly and the patterns of the SO(10) gauge
symmetry breaking to the standard model one was shown
[10–13]. This construction gives some constraints among
the vacuum expectation values (VEVs) of several Higgs
multiplets, which give rise to a trouble in the gauge cou-
pling unification. The trouble comes from the fact that the
observed neutrino oscillation data suggests the right-
handed neutrino mass around 1012–13 GeV, which is far
below the GUT scale. This intermediate scale is provided
by Higgs field VEV, and several Higgs multiplets are
expected to have their masses around the intermediate
scale and contribute to the running of the gauge couplings.
Therefore, the gauge coupling unification at the GUT scale
may be spoiled. This fact has been explicitly shown in
Ref. [9], where the gauge couplings are not unified any-
more and even the SU(2) gauge coupling blows up below
the GUT scale. In order to avoid this trouble and keep the
successful gauge coupling unification as usual, it is desir-
able that all Higgs multiplets have masses around the GUT
scale, but some Higgs fields develop VEVs at the inter-
mediate scale. More Higgs multiplets and some parameter
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tuning in the Higgs sector are necessary to realize such a
situation.

In addition to the issue of the gauge coupling unification,
the minimal SO(10) model potentially suffers from the
problem that the gauge coupling blows up around the
GUT scale. This is because the model includes many
Higgs multiplets of higher dimensional representations.
In the field theoretical point of view, this fact implies that
the GUT scale is a cutoff scale of the model, and a more
fundamental description of the minimal SO(10) model
would exist above the GUT scale.

In order to solve these problems related to the gauge
coupling running, we can consider two possibilities. One is
to replace Higgs fields of large representations into smaller
ones and to provide Yukawa couplings in the original
minimal SO(10) model as higher dimensional operators
[14]. In this way, we can keep the gauge couplings in the
perturbative regime until the Planck scale or the string
scale. The other possibility is what we explore in this
paper: to provide the GUT scale as the cutoff scale of
effective field theory in a natural way. For our purpose,
we embed the minimal SO(10) model into a warped extra
dimension model [15]. In this scenario, the warped metric
give rise to an effective cutoff in 4-dimensional effective
theory, which is warped down to a low scale from the
fundamental mass scale of the original model (a higher
dimensional Planck scale). We choose appropriate model
parameters so as to realize the effective cutoff scale as the
GUT scale. Furthermore, in the context of a warped extra
dimension we can propose a simple setup that naturally
generates right-handed neutrino masses at intermediate
scale even with Higgs field VEVs at the GUT scale.
Thus, the gauge coupling unification remains as usual in
the MSSM.

This paper is organized as follows: In the next section,
we give a brief review of the minimal SUSY SO(10)
model, and claim the problems related to the running of
the gauge couplings. In Sec. III, we construct a minimal
SO(10) model in the contest of the warped extra dimension
and propose a simple setup that can solve the problems.
The last section is devoted to summary.

II. MINIMAL SUPERSYMMETRIC SO(10) MODEL

We begin by giving a brief review on the minimal SUSY
SO(10) model and show the GUT relation among fermion
mass matrices. Even when we concentrate our discussion
on the issue how to reproduce the realistic fermion mass
matrices in the SO(10) model, there are lots of possibilities
for introduction of Higgs multiplets. The minimal super-
symmetric SO(10) model is the one where only one 10 and
one 126 Higgs multiplets have Yukawa couplings with 16
matter multiplets such as

 W � Yij1016i10H16j � Y
ij
12616i126H16j; (1)

where 16i is the matter multiplet of the i-th generation, 10H

and 126H are the Higgs multiplet of 10 and 126 represen-
tations under SO(10), respectively. Note that, by virtue of
the gauge symmetry, the Yukawa couplings, Y10 and Y126,
are complex symmetric 3� 3 matrices. We assume some
appropriate Higgs multiplets, whose vacuum expectation
values (VEVs) correctly break the SO(10) GUT gauge
symmetry into the standard model one at the GUT scale,
MGUT � 2� 1016 GeV. Suppose the Pati-Salam sub-
group, G422 � SU�4�c � SU�2�L � SU�2�R, at the inter-
mediate breaking stage. Under this symmetry, the above
Higgs multiplets are decomposed as 10! �6; 1; 1� �
�1; 2; 2� and 126! �6; 1; 1� � �10; 3; 1� � �10; 1; 3� �
�15; 2; 2�, while 16! �4; 2; 1� � ��4; 1; 2�. Breaking down
to the standard model gauge group, SU�4�c � SU�2�R !
SU�3�c � U�1�Y , is accomplished by nonzero VEV of the
�10; 1; 3� Higgs multiplet. Note that Majorana masses for
the right-handed neutrinos are also generated by this VEV
through the Yukawa coupling Y126 in Eq. (1). In general,
the SU�2�L triplet Higgs in �10; 3; 1� � 126 would obtain
the VEV induced through the electroweak symmetry
breaking and may play a crucial role of the light
Majorana neutrino mass matrix. This model is called the
type-II seesaw model, and we include this possibility in the
following.

After the symmetry breaking, we find two pair of Higgs
doublets in the same representation as the pair in the
MSSM. One pair comes from �1; 2; 2� � 10 and the other
comes from �15; 2; 2� � 126. Using these two pairs of the
Higgs doublets, the Yukawa couplings of Eq. (1) are re-
written as
 

WY � �U
c�i�Y

ij
10H

u
10 � Y

ij
126H

u
126�Q

� �Dc�i�Y
ij
10H

d
10 � Y

ij
126H

d
126�Qj

� �Nc�i�Y
ij
10H

u
10 � 3Yij126H

u
126�Lj

� �Ec�i�Y
ij
10H

d
10 � 3Yij126H

d
126�Lj � Li�Y

ij
126vT�Lj

� �Nc�i�Y
ij
126vR��N

c�j; (2)

where Uc, Dc, Nc, and Ec are the right-handed SU�2�L
singlet quark and lepton superfields, Q and L are the left-
handed SU�2�L doublet quark and lepton superfields, Hu;d

10

and Hu;d
126 are up-type and down-type Higgs doublet super-

fields originated from 10 and 126, respectively, and the last
two terms are the Majorana mass term of the left-handed
and the right-handed neutrinos, respectively, developed by
the VEVof the �10; 3; 1�Higgs (vT) and the �10; 1; 3�Higgs
(vR). The factor �3 in the lepton sector is the Clebsch-
Gordan (CG) coefficient.

In order to keep the successful gauge coupling unifica-
tion, suppose that one pair of Higgs doublets given by a
linear combination Hu;d

10 and Hu;d
126 is light while the other

pair is heavy ( ’ MGUT). The light Higgs doublets are
identified as the MSSM Higgs doublets (Hu and Hd) and
given by
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 Hu � ~�uHu
10 �

~�uHu
126; Hd � ~�dH

d
10 �

~�dH
d
126;

(3)

where ~�u;d and ~�u;d denote elements of the unitary matrix
which rotate the flavor basis in the original model into the
(SUSY) mass eigenstates. Omitting the heavy Higgs mass
eigenstates, the low energy superpotential is described by
only the light Higgs doublets Hu and Hd such that
 

WY � �U
c�i��

uYij10 � �
uYij126�HuQj

� �Dc�i��dY
ij
10 � �

dYij126�HdQj

� �Nc�i��uY
ij
10 � 3�uYij126�HuLj

� �Ec�i��
dYij10 � 3�dYij126�HdLj � Li�Y

ij
126vT�Lj

� �Nc�i�Y
ij
126vR��N

c�j; (4)

where the formulas of the inverse unitary transformation of
Eq. (3), Hu;d

10 � �u;dHu;d � 	 	 	 and Hu;d
126 � �u;dHu;d �

	 	 	 , have been used.
Providing the Higgs VEVs, Hu � v sin� and Hd �

v cos� with v � 174:1 
GeV�, the quark and lepton
mass matrices can be read off as
 

Mu � c10M10 � c126M126; Md � M10 �M126;

MD � c10M10 � 3c126M126; Me � M10 � 3M126;

MT � cTM126; MR � cRM126; (5)

where Mu, Md, MD, Me, MT , and MR denote the up-type
quark, down-type quark, neutrino Dirac, charged-lepton,
left-handed neutrino Majorana, and right-handed neutrino
Majorana mass matrices, respectively. Note that all the
quark and lepton mass matrices are characterized by
only two basic mass matrices, M10 and M126, and four
complex coefficients c10, c126, cT , and cR, which are de-
fined as M10 � Y10�

dv cos�, M126 � Y126�
dv cos�,

c10 � ��
u=�d� tan�, c126 � ��

u=�d� tan�, cT �
vT=��dv cos��, and cR � vR=��dv cos��, respectively.
These are the mass matrix relations required by the mini-
mal SO(10) model.

Low energy data of six quark masses, three mixing
angles, and one phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix, and three charged-lepton masses
are extrapolated to the GUT scale according to the renor-
malization group equations (RGEs) with given tan�, and
the data set of quark and lepton mass matrices at the GUT
scale is obtained. Using the data, free parameters of fer-
mion mass matrices are determined so as to reproduce the
neutrino oscillation data. As usually expected through the
seesaw mechanism, the mass scale of the right-handed
neutrinos is found to be around MR � 1012–13 GeV.

Note that in the minimal SO(10) model, Y126 is related to
other fermion mass matrices and determined so as to
reproduce the fermion mass matrix data. Accordingly, the
Higgs VEV, vR, is determined so as to provide the correct
scale for the right-handed neutrino masses, which is found

to be vR ’ 1014 GeV (see, for example, the second paper in
Ref. [7] for the explicit presentations of the neutrino Dirac
Yukawa matrix and the right-handed neutrino mass
matrix). This intermediate scale gives rise to the problem
on the gauge coupling unification discussed in the
Introduction.

In addition, as discussed by Chang et al. in Ref. [14],
when we introduce other Higgs multiples to break the GUT
gauge symmetry into the SM one, beta function coeffi-
cients of RGEs of the gauge coupling become very large
and the gauge coupling quickly blows up around the GUT
scale. In the field theoretical point of view, this implies that
the minimal SO(10) model should be defined as an effec-
tive model with the cutoff around the GUT scale. The
discrepancy between the GUT scale and the Planck scale
or the string scale, that would be a natural cutoff scale of 4-
dimensional field theory, can be understood as a conceptual
problem of the minimal SO(10) model.

III. MINIMAL SO(10) MODEL IN A WARPED
EXTRA DIMENSION

We consider a SUSY model in the warped five dimen-
sional brane world scenario [15]. The fifth dimension is
compactified on the orbifold S1=Z2 with two branes, ultra-
violet (UV) and infrared (IR) branes, sitting on each orbi-
fold fixed point. With an appropriate tuning for
cosmological constants in the bulk and on the branes, we
obtain the warped metric [15],

 ds2 � e�2krcjyj���dx�dx� � r2
cdy2; (6)

for�� � y � �, where k is the AdS curvature, and rc and
y are the radius and the angle of S1, respectively.

By the compactification on the orbifold, N � 1 SUSYof
the five dimensional theory, which corresponds to N � 2
SUSY in the four dimensional point of view, is broken
down to four dimensional N � 1 SUSY. Supersymmetric
Lagrangian of this system can be described in terms of the
superfield formalism of four dimensional N � 1 SUSY
theories [16–18]. Now we consider the minimal SUSY
SO(10) model in this warped geometry. There are lots of
possibilities to construct such a model, where some fields
reside in the bulk and some reside on the UV or the IR
brane. The most important feature of the warped extra
dimension model is that the mass scale of the IR brane is
warped down to a low scale by the warp factor [15], ! �
e�krc�, in four dimensional effective theory. For simplicity,
we take the cutoff of the original five dimensional theory
and the AdS curvature as M5 ’ k ’ MP � 2:4�
1018 GeV, the four dimensional (reduced) Planck mass,
and so we obtain the effective cutoff scale as �IR � !MP
in effective four dimensional theory. Now let us take the
warp factor so as for the GUT scale to be the effective
cutoff scale MGUT � �IR � !MP, namely ! ’ 0:01. As a
result, we can realize, as four dimensional effective theory,
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the minimal SUSY SO(10) model with the effective cutoff
at the GUT scale.

Before going to a concrete setup of the minimal SO(10)
model in the warped extra dimension, let us see the
Lagrangian for the hypermultiplet in the bulk,
 

L �
Z
dy
�Z

d4�rce�2krcjyj�Hye�VH �HceVHcy�

�
Z
d2�e�3krcjyjHc

�
@y �

�
3

2
� c

�
krc	�y� �


���
2
p

�
H

� h:c:
�
; (7)

where c is a dimensionless parameter, 	�y� � y=jyj is the
step function, H, Hc is the hypermultiplet charged under
some gauge group, and

 V � ���� ��A� � i ��2��1 � i�2 �� ��1 �
1

2
�2 ��2D;


 �
1���
2
p ��� iA5� �

���
2
p
��2 � �2F;

(8)

are the vector multiplet and the adjoint chiral multiplets,
which form a N � 2 SUSY gauge multiplet. Z2 parity for
H and V is assigned as even, while odd for Hc and 
.

When the gauge symmetry is broken down, it is gener-
ally possible that the adjoint chiral multiplet develops its
VEV [19]. Since its Z2 parity is odd, the VEV has to take
the form,

 h�i � 2�krc	�y�; (9)

where the VEV has been parametrized by a parameter �. In
this case, the zero mode wave function of H satisfies the
following equation of motion:

 
@y � �
3
2� c� ��krc	�y��H � 0 (10)

which yields

 H �
1����
N
p e�3=2�c���krcjyjh�x��; (11)

where h�x�� is the chiral multiplet in four dimensions.
Here, N is a normalization constant by which the kinetic
term is canonically normalized,

 

1

N
�
�1� 2c� 2��k

e�1�2c�2��krc� � 1
: (12)

Hence, at y � �, the wave function becomes

 H�y � �� ’
���������������������������������
�1� 2c� 2��k

p
!�1h�x�� (13)

if e�1=2�c���krc�  1, while

 H�y � �� ’
�������������������������������������
��1� 2c� 2��k

p
!�1e�1=2�c���krc�h�x��

(14)

for e�1=2�c���krc� � 1.

The Lagrangian for chiral multiplets on the IR brane is
given by

 L IR �
Z
d4�!y!�y��

�Z
d2�!3W��� � h:c:

�
;

(15)

where we have omitted the gauge interaction part for
simplicity. If it is allowed by the gauge invariance, we
can write the interaction term between fields in the bulk
and on the IR brane,

 L int �
Z
d2�!3 Y�������

M5

p �2H�y � �� � h:c:; (16)

where Y is a Yukawa coupling constant, and M5 is the five
dimensional Planck mass (we take M5 �MP as mentioned
above, for simplicity). Rescaling the brane field �! �=!
to get the canonically normalized kinetic term and substi-
tuting the zero-mode wave function of the bulk fields, we
obtain Yukawa coupling constant in effective four dimen-
sional theory as

 Y4D � Y (17)

if e�1=2�c���krc�  1, while

 Y4D � Y � e
�1=2�c���krc� � Y; (18)

for e�1=2�c���krc� � 1. In the latter case, we obtain a
suppression factor since H is localized around the UV
brane.

Now we give a simple setup of the minimal SO(10)
model in the warped extra dimension. We put all 16 matter
multiplets on the IR (y � �) brane, while the Higgs mul-
tiplets 10 and 126 are assumed to live in the bulk. In
Eq. (16), replacing the brane field into the matter multiplets
and the bulk field into the Higgs multiplets, we obtain
Yukawa couplings in the minimal SO(10) model. The
Lagrangian for the bulk Higgs multiplets is given in the
same form as Eq. (7), where 
 is the SO(10) adjoint chiral
multiplet, 45. As discussed above, since the SO(10) gauge
group is broken down to the SM one, some components in

which is singlet under the SM gauge group can in general
develop VEVs. Here we consider a possibility that the
U�1�X component in the adjoint 
 � 45 under the decom-
position SO(10) � SU�5� � U�1�X has a nonzero VEV,1

 45 � 10 � 10�4 � 10�4 � 240:

The 10 Higgs multiplet and the 126 Higgs multiplet are

1Since 
 has an odd Z2 parity, its nonzero VEV leads to the
Fayet-Iliopoulos D-terms localized on both the UVand IR branes
[20], which should be canceled to preserve SUSY. For this
purpose, we have to introduce new fields on both branes by
which the D-terms are compensated. If such fields are in the
same representations as matters or Higgs fields like 16 or 126,
we would need to impose some global symmetry to distinguish
them.
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decomposed under SU�5� � U�1�X as

 10 � 5�2 � �5�2;

126 � 1�10 � 5�2 � 10�6 � 15�6 � 45�2 � 50�2:

In this decomposition, the coupling between a bulk Higgs
multiplet and the U�1�X component in 
 is proportional to
U�1�X charge,

 L int �
1

2

Z
d2�!3QXh�XiHcH � h:c:; (19)

and thus each component effectively obtains the different
bulk mass term,

 �32� c�krc �
1
2QXh�Xi; (20)

where QX is the U�1�X charge of corresponding Higgs
multiplet, and �X is the scalar component of the U�1�X
gauge multiplet (10). Now we obtain different configura-
tions of the wave functions for these Higgs multiplets.
Since the 1�10 Higgs has a large U�1�X charge relative to
other Higgs multiplets, we can choose parameters c and
h�Xi so that Higgs doublets are mostly localized around
the IR brane while the 1�10 Higgs is localized around the
UV brane. For example, the parameter choice, c � �7=2
for both 10 and 126 Higgs multiplets and h�Xi � �krc,
can realize this situation.

Using the decomposition of matter multiplets,

 16 i � 1i�5 �
�5i�3 � 10i�1;

the Yukawa couplings between matters and the 126 Higgs
multiplet on the IR brane are decomposed into

 WY126
� Yiju 5�210i�110j�1 � Y

ij
d 45�2

�5i�310j�1

� YijD5�21i�5
�5j�3 � Y

ij
e 45�2

�5i�310j�1

� Yij�L15�6
�5i�3

�5j�3 � Y
ij
�R1�101i�51j�5: (21)

Here, all the Yukawa couplings coincide with the original
Yukawa coupling Y126 up to appropriate CG coefficients.
As discussed above, the 1�10 Higgs multiplet giving
masses for right-handed neutrinos is localized around the
UV brane and, therefore, we obtain a suppression factor as
in Eq. (18) for the effective Yukawa coupling between the
Higgs and right-handed neutrinos. In effective four dimen-
sional description, the GUT mass matrix relation is partly
broken down, and the last term in Eq. (4) is replaced into

 Yij126vR ! Yij126�	vR�; (22)

where 	 denotes the suppression factor. By choosing ap-
propriate parameters so as to give 	 ’ 10�2, we can take
vR ’ MGUT and keep the successful gauge coupling uni-
fication in the MSSM. In fact, the above parameter set, c �
�7=2 and h�Xi � �krc, leads to 	 � ! � MGUT=MP ’
10�2. The other Higgs multiplets are localized around the

IR brane, so that there is no suppression factor for other
effective Yukawa couplings.

In our setup, all the matters reside on the brane while the
Higgs multiplets reside in the bulk. This setup shares the
same advantage as the so-called orbifold GUT [21–23].
We can assign even Z2 parity for MSSM doublet Higgs
superfields while odd for triplet Higgs superfields, as a
result, the proton decay process through dimension five
operators is forbidden.

IV. CONCLUSION

The minimal renormalizable supersymmetric SO(10)
model is a simple framework to reproduce current data
for fermion masses and flavor mixings with some predic-
tions. However, this model suffers from some problems
related to the running of the gauge couplings. To fit the
neutrino oscillation data, the mass scale of right-handed
neutrinos lies at the intermediate scale. This implies the
presence of some Higgs multiplets lighter than the GUT
scale. As a result, the gauge coupling unification in the
MSSM may be spoiled. In addition, since Higgs multiplets
of large representations are introduced in the model, the
gauge couplings blow up around the GUT scale. Thus, the
minimal SO(10) model would be an effective theory with a
cutoff around the GUT scale, far below the Planck scale.

In order to solve these problems, we have considered the
minimal SO(10) model in the warped extra dimension. As
a simple setup, we have assumed that matter multiplets
reside on the IR brane while the Higgs multiplets reside in
the bulk. The warped geometry leads to a low scale effec-
tive cutoff in effective four dimensional theory, and we fix
it at the GUT scale. Therefore, the four dimensional mini-
mal SO(10) model is realized as the effective theory with
the GUT scale cutoff.

After the GUT symmetry breaking, the adjoint scalar in
the gauge multiplet in five dimensional SUSY can gener-
ally develop a VEV, which plays a role of bulk mass for the
bulk Higgs multiplets. This bulk mass is proportional to the
charge of each Higgs multiplets and cause the difference
between wave functions of each Higgs multiplet. We have
found the possibility that the singlet Higgs which provides
right-handed neutrino with masses is localized around the
UV brane and the geometrical suppression factor emerges
in Yukawa couplings of the right-handed neutrinos. As a
result, we can set the mass scale of the right-handed
neutrinos at the intermediate scale nevertheless the singlet
Higgs VEV is around the GUT scale. All Higgs multiplets
naturally have masses around the GUT scale and the gauge
coupling unification in the MSSM remains the same.

Finally, we give some comments. One can easily extend
our setup to put some of matter multiplets in the bulk [24–
26]. In this case, we may explain the fermion mass hier-
archy in terms of the different overlapping of fermion wave
functions between different generations. In this paper, we
have assumed that the GUT gauge symmetry is success-
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fully broken down to the SM one. There are several pos-
sibilities for the GUT symmetry breaking. It is easy to
introduce appropriate Higgs multiplets and superpotential
so as to break the GUT symmetry on a brane as in four
dimensional SO(10) models. We also can introduce an
appropriate boundary condition for bulk gauge multiplets
to (explicitly) break the GUT symmetry to a subgroup with
rank five in total, as in the orbifold GUTs.
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